An Introduction to SAL
The SAL language is designed to help Information Technology (IT) professionals and Business Process Modelers quickly build metrics, prototype, evaluate and optimize the configuration of their systems using Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Service Level Agreements are legal contracts used by business organizations to specify levels of performance, availability, storage, server and network capacity that an IT organization will provide to support the business processes. When these levels are not met, IT organizations are penalized by compensating the business in dollar amounts, for the time that lack of access to the computer infrastructure causes business transactions to be missed. 5. No penalty to IT if the above rules are not met for Prospectus Browsers. The above rules are best effort.
To specify the above using SAL, one would write: (1) Check that for each defined Application, there are MeanTimetoRecovery, ResponseTime, Profit, ITCost and Penalty values defined and specified in the right units. (2) Transform the Application definitions above to java classes
The java code could then be fed into SLA deployment machines (these don't currently exist yet) that take the above definitions and:
(3) Creates Monitoring Agents for each Application and measures whether the above thresholds are violated (4) In more sophisticated SLA deployment machines, forecast when the defined thresholds will be violated. Parameter passed into Forecast would request how far into the future a forecast is desired. (5) Provisions/deprovisions/reconfigures IT routers, servers and storage to prevent Threshold violation from occurring. (6) In more sophisticated SLA deployment machines, the IT adaptation would maximize profit, minimize cost, within the boundaries of not incurring IT penalties.
The programmer would invoke the above actions (3)-(6) by coding:
Actions; { CreateAgents; Forecast (1 hour); Provision; Optimize; } For the above, the compiler would derive/calculate the right parameters to invoke the above fundtions:
• (3) CreateAgents
The implementations for 3-6 above are meant to be pluggable Different vendors can supply different implementations to differentiate themselves. The interfaces will be generated by the compiler but the package implementations will not be provided (these would be vendor specific).
Finally, the programmer would ask for Reports using the Report function: A key initial step in writing a SLA is to identify the Business Processes, the IT infrastructure will support. IT implementations should be driven by the business needs for the measurement of progress and fulfillment of business goals (e.g. ROI, EBIT). At a fundamental level, each organization has a general goal, e.g. SAL is an intuitive, object-oriented, portable, powerful way to specify Business Goals. These Business Goals dynamically cause agents to be created to monitor the progress towards Business Goals and can call the right packages to optimize the IT infrastructure to support these goals
The foremost goal in the creation of this language was to make it easy to learn and straightforward to program. The user should be left to concentrate on the structure and design of their Business Processes, not the syntax of the modeling language. SAL was created to be consistent (strong type checking) and intuitive (type definitions are in the language of Business Architects), even to users who have limited programming experience.
By supporting the concept of objects, each Application of the Business has its own attributes. By breaking down the Line Of Business into its Application components, we believe that most users will find SAL to be conceptually intuitive to use.
The compiler will accept a SAL specification as an input and generate Java source code. This source code can be integrated with a larger Java project and compiled with any Java compiler. Because Java is SAL's target platform, portability is limited only by the availability of a Java Virtual Machine.
With the power and simplicity of a robust SAL specification engine, the time to design, implement and test a Business Process' IT infrastructure requirements can be reduced by an order of magnitude. SAL's simple and intuitive language syntax ensures that most errors are detected at compile time and that compiled SAL code is as accurate as it can be. . _ In the figure above, a Financial Institution decides that its business strategy is to provide premier Financial Services. The corporation measures how well it's providing these services based on Return On Investment and Earnings Before Interest and Taxes. The corporation decides it will create three Lines of Businesses to maximize ROI and EBIT. The Lines Of Businesses are: Trades, Portfolio Analyses and Prospectus Brwosers.
To measure how each Line of Business is doing, IT deploys these applications and measures (1) Number of Transactions (2) Profit for each transaction and (3) IT Cost of each transaction for each Line of Business Application: Trades, Portfolio Analysis and Prospectus Browsers.
The code that the Business Modeler would write was documented as examples in the above section. The code to deploy Agents to measure the IT execution metrics were automatically generated by the compiler and would be deployed by the execution of this code. SAL's compiler generates compiler errors if a Business Strategy does not provide Business Metrics to measure (e.g. ROI, EBIT), Lines of Businesses to calculate the Business Metrics and Members of an ITCost structure to automatically generate the code to calculate cost and profit for the Business.
